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Defining the 3-tier fleet

Vortexa classifies the global fleet as a 3-tier system, and this report focuses on tankers operating solely in tier 2 and tier 3.

**Tier 1**
- Tankers with no involvement in sanctioned markets

**Tier 2**
- Tankers operating in the Russian crude trade since 5-Dec-22
- Tankers operating in the Russian product trade since 5-Feb-23
  - This involves tankers regardless of whether they adhere to the price-cap mechanism or not

**Tier 3**
- Tankers operating in the Iranian and/or Venezuelan trade (crude/DPP/CPP)
  - Excludes tankers with sanctions waivers
  - Excludes coastal and intermediate tankers
  - Excludes gas carriers
Flows & Fleet Analysis
The opaque players crude exports reach 4-year high, accounting for a growing share of global crude exports

Iran, Russia and Venezuela’s (opaque market) combined crude exports reached 5.7mbd in May, a 4-year high and a 15% increase y-o-y. The opaque markets crude exports averaged 5.2mbd in 2023, a 500kbd increase y-o-y, an increasingly important market to global crude supply.

This 4-year high was driven by record-high Iranian crude/condensate exports and Russia increasing its crude exports despite sanctions:

➔ Iran’s crude/condensate exports surpassed 1.5mbd in May, driven by strong demand from China and increased production
➔ Russia increased its crude exports (excl. CPC Blend & KEBCO) to 3.6mbd in May, despite the EU import ban and OPEC+ cuts
➔ Russia found alternative buyers - India accounts for 50% of Russian crude imports in 2023, compared to 20% in 2022
➔ China also accounts for 40% in 2023, a 10pp increase y-o-y
➔ Venezuela’s exports have increased due to higher production and US increased purchases of Venezuelan crude via Chevron

The opaque market exports in 2023 account for 20% of the 10 largest crude/condensate exporters globally – the highest share since 2019.
Tankers involved in Iran, Russia & Venezuela trade passes 1600, with Russian involvement accounting for 75% of the opaque fleet

Vortexa data suggests 1649 unique tankers have operated in the opaque market from Jan-2021 to Nov-2023 (days 1-15)

➔ Russia had 1089 tankers operate in its crude (excl. CPC Blend & KEBCO) and product trade since 5-Dec and 5-Feb, respectively
  ➔ Tankers in the Russian trade account for 75% of the opaque fleet; this includes tankers which have operated in more than one market
  ➔ Tankers exclusively in the Russian trade (not in Iran and Venezuela) account for 66% of the opaque fleet
➔ Iran and Venezuela have 201 and 125 tankers operating in only their respective trades from Jan-2021 to Nov-2023
  ➔ Iran & Venezuela account for 20% of the opaque fleet
➔ There are 188 tankers which operated in two of these three countries, accounting for 11% of the opaque fleet
  ➔ Tankers have switched from Iran & Venezuela to Russian trade and tankers switched between Iran & Venezuela
➔ There are also 46 tankers which have operated across all three of these markets – accounting for just 3% of the opaque fleet

Count of unique tankers in opaque markets per country of operation split by vessel class from Jan-21 to Nov-23

Russian crude fleet from 5-Dec 22 and product fleet from 5-Feb 23
Opaque market tanker activity peaked in Q2 supporting 4-year high exports, but has since declined signalling a slowdown

Tankers operating in opaque markets reached a record high in Q2, supporting the opaque markets 4-year high crude exports

We track 1070 tankers which carried Iranian, Russian and Venezuelan crude/condensate, DPP & CPP in Q2, a 500% increase y-o-y

→ Russian crude & product carriers accounted for 80% of all opaque market tanker activity in Q2-2023

→ The influx of Russian crude and product carriers since 5-Dec & 5-Feb has resulted in a surge in smaller tankers in this fleet
  → Aframaxes and smaller classes accounted for 75% of the fleet in 2023, a 30pp increase y-o-y

→ Opaque market tanker activity declined 10% in Q3 (q-o-q) reflecting the decline in Iran’s crude/condensate exports and Russia’s crude and CPP exports over this period

→ Opaque market tanker activity in Q4 suggests a possible further slowdown – despite it being a 100% increase y-o-y

Opaque fleet VLCC activity peaked in Q2, with 95% of these VLCCs operating in Iran and/or Venezuela trade, reflecting the dominance of larger tankers in these two markets

Count of unique tankers active in opaque markets per quarter split by vessel class

Q4-23 includes Oct & Nov
Active = loading via port call or STS in a given quarter
Russian crude fleet from 5-Dec 22 and product fleet from 5-Feb 23
We track 146 unique tankers that have loaded Russian crude and DPP since Mar-22 and previously carried Iranian and Venezuelan crude.

Of the 146 tankers, 73 are Aframaxes, 52 are Suezmaxes, 11 are VLCCs, and 10 are other smaller classes.

- Russian crude/DPP exports on carriers involved in sanctioned trade was 930 kbd in November (days 1-28).
- This 100 kbd m-o-m increase is driven by total Russian crude/DPP exports rising over this period compared to Q3.
  - This is above the 2023 average of 850 kbd, and is only 90 kbd lower than the peak observed in March.

Meanwhile, 53 (35%) of these tankers have also carried Iranian and/or Venezuelan crude after switching to the Russian trade.

- Over 50% of these tankers are Aframaxes and 80% of the VLCCs which switched to Russian trade have switched back.
- This has in part helped Iran in its effort to increase its exports, reflecting the ease at which operators can move these tankers.

*Excludes CPC Blend & KEBCO
This scenario analysis assesses the additional tanker utilisation to be generated in the mainstream trade. All scenarios assume monthly Venezuela crude exports flat from recent levels in the medium-term:

- **Scenario 1**: exports sail towards China, Europe, India and US (most likely scenario based on Venezuelan production ownerships)
- **Scenario 2**: omits China because its independent refineries (largest buyers of Venezuelan crude) could find alternative cheaper barrels from countries like Iran or Russia
- **Scenario 3**: like Scenario 2 but more exposure to buyers in proximity (Europe and US), facilitating higher Aframax demand

Meanwhile, 61 VLCCs, 25 Aframaxes and 19 Suezmaxes carried Venezuelan crude to China from Oct-22 to Oct-23.

If scenario 2 or 3 materialise, these tankers active in the Venezuela trade will have to migrate to the Iranian or Russian trade:

- Finding employment in the mainstream trade will be difficult
- A tonnage supply squeeze in the opaque market could trigger demolition activity if vessels can’t find employment elsewhere

### Monthly fleet utilisation for different scenarios generated by lifted US sanctions on Venezuela (no. of vessels)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>VLCC</th>
<th>Suezmax</th>
<th>Aframax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Monthly VZ exports flat from current levels across all scenarios:
- Scenario 1: Equal split to China/Europe/India/US
- Scenario 2: Equal split to Europe/India/US
- Scenario 3: 25% to India, 75% equal split to Europe/US
Russian crude STS activity declines to 12-month low, ice-class utilisation suggests Urals STS operations may resurge in Q1 2024

Russian crude STS transfers by grade & transfer month (kbd, LHS) vs Russian crude exports (mbd, RHS)

Russian Urals STS operations per location (no. of operations, LHS) vs Ice-class vessels utilised (no. of vessels, RHS)

Get live data on platform (STS transfers, exports)

Retrieved via Freight API/SDK
Russian diesel STS operations are declining, with ice-class utilisation falling to lowest levels since the EU ban

Russian diesel/gasoil STS transfers by location & transfer month (kbd, LHS) vs Russian diesel/gasoil exports (kbd, RHS)

Retrieved via Freight API/SDK

Get live data on platform (STS transfers, exports)
Diverging trends in recent months’ mileage indicate tankers are ballasting to other destinations, likely wary of sanctions.

Laden voyage mileage for tankers carrying Russian crude and ballast voyage mileage after discharging Russian crude (nmi)

Laden voyage mileage for tankers carrying Russian CPP and ballast voyage mileage after discharging Russian CPP (nmi)

Retrieved via Freight API/SDK

vortexa.com
Russian Urals & diesel price cap breach results in growing numbers of tankers leaving the trade; mostly to PG & East Med

Unique tankers which have left Russian Urals trade per alternative shipping region (no. of vessels)

Retrieved via Freight API/SDK

Unique tankers which have left Russian diesel trade per alternative shipping region (no. of vessels)

Retrieved via Freight API/SDK

15 July 2023 – Urals first assessed above price cap (Argus Media)

Black Sea-origin vessels are carrying CPC Blend & KEBCO

31 July 2023 – Russian diesel first assessed above price cap (Argus Media)

Black Sea-origin vessels are carrying CPC Blend & KEBCO

15 July 2023 – Urals first assessed above price cap (Argus Media)

31 July 2023 – Russian diesel first assessed above price cap (Argus Media)
Danish straits: age of transiting crude tankers is of concern and may enable further EU sanctions; CPP tanker age unchanged

Baltic-origin sanctioned crude flows via Danish Straits (mbd, LHS) vs Respective average tanker age (years, RHS)

Baltic-origin sanctioned CPP flows via Danish Straits (mbd, LHS) vs Respective average tanker age (years, RHS)
Fleet Profile
European operators reduce involvement in Russian crude & CPP trade, likely from fear of tougher price cap enforcement.
European operators reduce Russian Urals trading after “price-cap breach”, Russia & low-tax sovereign operators share rises

Fleet post-Urals “price cap breach” by operator nationality (no. of vessels, LHS) vs Market share below & above price cap environments (%). RHS

- Price cap breach = Russian Urals export prices assessed by Argus Media above the $60/b price cap
- Below price cap period: 05 Dec 22 – 14 Jul 23
- Above price cap period: 15 Jul 23 – 25 Nov 23
- LTS = Low-tax sovereigns includes BVI, Marshall Islands, Liberia, Panama & Seychelles

Fleet post-diesel “price cap breach” by operator nationality (no. of vessels, LHS) vs Market share below & above price cap environments (%). RHS

- Price cap breach = Russian diesel export prices assessed by Argus Media above the $100/b price cap
- Below price cap period: 05 Feb 23 – 31 Jul 23
- Above price cap period: 01 Aug 23 – 25 Nov 23
- LTS = Low-tax sovereigns includes Marshall Islands, Liberia & Seychelles
- Other Core Europe includes EU, Norway, Switzerland, UK but excludes Greece

Operator nationality assessments are regularly updated but may not always reflect the very latest change due to low transparency.
Chinese and low-tax sovereign operators dominate Iranian & Venezuelan trade, averaging 20 years old across both markets

Iran trade by operator nationality per vessel class (no. of vessels, LHS) vs Average vessel age (years, RHS)

Venezuela trade by operator nationality per vessel class (no. of vessels, LHS) vs Average vessel age (years, RHS)

Data reflects Jan-21 to Nov-23

LTS = Low-tax sovereigns includes BVI, Marshall Islands, Liberia, Panama & Seychelles

Operator nationality assessments are regularly updated but may not always reflect the very latest change due to low transparency.
Fleet profile - Age & Flags

The opaque market fleet age profile (build year)*

Data reflects Jan-21 to Nov-23, Russian crude fleet from 5-Dec 22 and product fleet from 5-Feb 23

Share of the opaque market fleet (count of tankers) by flag

Opaque market fleet age profile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (year)</th>
<th>Tankers</th>
<th>Share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-5</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-10</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-15</td>
<td>389</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-20</td>
<td>697</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 20</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Excludes scrapped tankers
Key Takeaways

Fleet Analysis

The opaque markets’ crude exports reached 5.7mbd in May, a 4-year high, accounting for a growing share of global crude exports

Over 1600 tankers have been involved in opaque trade since Jan 2021

Opaque market tanker activity peaked in Q2 supporting 4-year high exports, but has since declined signalling a slowdown in exports and involved number of tankers

We observe 146 tankers switch from Iran & Venezuela to Russian trade

US sanctions lifted on Venezuela could bring employment for up to 20 Aframax tankers per month if Chinese buyers steer clear

Russian crude STS activity declines to 12-month low, but ice-class utilisation suggests Urals STS operations may resurge in Q1 2024

Diverging trends in recent months’ mileage indicate tankers are ballasting to other destinations, likely wary of sanctions

Fleet Profile

European operators appear to be currently reducing their involvement in Russian crude & CPP trade, likely on fear of tougher price cap enforcement, especially by US authorities

European operators reduce Russian Urals trading after prices surpassed stipulated cap levels, while Russia & low-tax sovereign operators share rises

Russian Urals & diesel price cap breach results in growing numbers of tankers leaving the trade, mostly to PG & East Med

Danish straits: age of transiting crude tankers is of concern and may enable further EU sanctions, while CPP tanker age is unchanged

Chinese and low-tax sovereign operators dominate Iranian & Venezuelan trade, tankers averaging 20 years old across both markets

Tankers in the total opaque fleet average 16 years old and the most common flags are Liberia, Panama and Marshall Islands
Disclaimer

This information is a market analysis service, it does not constitute a solicitation for the purchase or sale of any commodity or financial instrument. Any persons acting on information contained in this material do so solely at their own risk. Vortexa Ltd and its affiliates are not responsible for the accuracy of data collected from external sources and will not be held liable for any errors or omissions in facts or analysis contained in this information service. While all reasonable care has been taken to ensure that the facts stated in this material are accurate and that the forecasts, opinions and expectations contained herein are reasonable, Vortexa and its affiliates make no representations or warranties whatsoever to the completeness or accuracy of the information provided. Accordingly, no reliance should be placed on the accuracy, fairness or completeness of the information contained in this material. Vortexa accepts no liability whatsoever for any loss arising from any use of this material or its contents, and neither Vortexa nor any of its employees shall be in any way responsible for the contents hereof, apart from the liabilities and responsibilities that may be imposed on them by law. Vortexa’s third party sources provide data on an “as-is” basis and accept no responsibility and disclaim any liability relating to reliance on or use of their data by any party. When Vortexa comments or opines on data obtained from third party sources, these comments or opinions shall be understood as Vortexa’s own comments or opinions unless a third party is quoted as their source.

Copyright ©2023 Vortexa Ltd. All rights reserved. Redistribution of the report or its content to persons other than legitimate recipients is strictly prohibited.
Market Intelligence & Analytics Services

The Vortexa market intelligence & support team comprises 20+ people globally, averaging 10+ years in energy and freight analytics. Based in London, Singapore and Houston, our analysts work with our clients to extract value from our analytics.

Client reports
- 3 PDF reports p/w
- Weekly Freight Newsletter
- Concise bullet & chart format covering energy flows & freight

Client video briefings
- 2 x 15 minute live video briefings p/w
- Attendees anonymous to others
- On demand archive available

Analyst support
- Expert support
- Useful tips & tricks
- Customised briefings

Thank you!